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Abstract

New technologies allows that ordinary users have access to Virtual Reality at affordable prices in
their homes. One of the most important tasks in the Interaction with Virtual Reality is the navigation
of the virtual environment, and the best methods are those that use direct control interfaces, and among
those the ones that use the natural walk are the best. However, existing methodologies for direct control
interfaces in virtual environments have requirements that make it impossible to be use by ordinary users,
in particular the lack of free and open space.

To answer this problem, this thesis has developed a new methodology of locomotion in the virtual
world, called Combined Walking in Place (CWIP) (simplification of Combined Natural Movement with
Walking in Place), which allows the user to take advantage of the available physical space and use
natural walk to navigate in the virtual world and the methodology Walking in Place (WIP) to move in
the virtual world beyond the area available in the real world.

To solve the problem cause by the lack of knowledge of the state of the real world during interaction
with the virtual world, a methodology called Augmented Virtual Reality (AVR) has also been developed,
to keep the user informed of the location of the real world hazards in the virtual world, such as the limits
of available space or obstacles. The methodology formed by the union of these two methodologies (CWIP
and AVR) is referred to as Combined Walking in Place in Augmented Virtual Reality (CWIP-AVR).

This methodology was tested in a user study with 20 participants to validate is ability to allow
navigation of a virtual environment in a limited and obstructed real space. The results of this evalua-
tion prove that the methodology (CWIP-AVR) allows the navigation of a virtual environment with a
limited and obstructed real world in a safe way and without compromising the immersion in the virtual
environment.
Keywords: Virtual locomotion interfaces, Limited and obstructed space, Natural Walk, Walking in
Place, Affordable Virtual Reality

1. Introduction

New technologies such as Samsung GearVR, Ocu-
lus Rift and Steam VR allows ordinary users afford-
able access to Virtual Reality in their homes. Prior
to these advances, only laboratories and companies
had this ability.

One of the most common and important tasks
that users perform while interacting with Virtual
Environments is navigation. This task allows the
user to control their position in Virtual Environ-
ments, this is very important because even when
it isn’t the main objective of the experience in the
virtual environment, it is an essential support task
to the main goal [2].

The approach that best conveys the sense of pres-
ence in the virtual world is the Natural Walk, with
Walking in Place being the best alternative [16].
However, current approaches have requirements

that the average user can’t fulfil, such as the need
for large open areas without obstacles that can be
dedicated exclusively to the navigation of the vir-
tual environment.

To solve this problem, in the context of this the-
sis, a new Navigation approach in virtual environ-
ments was developed. The approach developed con-
sists of the combination of the Natural Walk tech-
nique with the Walk in Place technique. Using this
technique, the user can access positions in the vir-
tual environments that are beyond what can be can
be contained in the physical area available by us-
ing the Walking in Place technique and use the
Natural Walk technique when the point of inter-
est in the virtual environment is contained in the
physical space available, taking advantage of the
better sense of presence in the virtual world. This
navigation approach is called Combined Walking in
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Place (CWIP), a simplification of Combined Natu-
ral Movement with Walking in Place.

Although this navigation approach allows the in-
teraction with the virtual environment under the
desired conditions, this approach nevertheless still
presents the problem of how to inform the user
which method should use at a given time to avoid
going beyond the limits of the available space or
hiting obstacles taking into account that by using
the Head-Mounted Display (HMD) the user has no
information about its position in the real world. To
solve these problems and thus allowing the safe use
of the CWIP navigation technique, a Warning Sys-
tem has also developed to assist in the navigation of
the virtual environment. This approach uses Visual
Indicators to inform the user of the existence and
location of real-world entities that the user need to
know, such as the physical limits of the area avail-
able to move and obstacles within that same area.
Additionally, to ensure that the user does not ig-
nore the Visual Indicators a set of visual and au-
dio signals has also implemented in the approach to
direct the user’s attention to the Visual Indicators.
This set of techniques used to convey information to
the user were dubbed the Augmented Virtual Real-
ity (AVR) system. The name comes form the simi-
larities of its behavior to that of Augmented Reality
systems, where virtual objects are superimposed to
the visualisation of the real-world to convey infor-
mation [1], usually related as the real world to be-
ing superimposed. In the case of the AVR system,
the virtual objects (Visual Indicators) are superim-
posed over the virtual world to convey information
about the real world. The name of the technique re-
sulting from the union of the navigation approach
CWIP with the Warning system AVR is the called
Combined Walking in Place in Augmented Virtual
Reality (CWIP-AVR).

This thesis aimed to prove that the CWIP-AVR
approach enables navigation in environments vir-
tual with limited and obstructed physical spaces
and in particular that the AVR approach allows
avoiding obstacles and keeping the user within the
limits without affecting the quality or impeding the
experience.

2. Background

The interfaces used to control the position of the
user in Virtual Environments can be divided into
two categories: direct and indirect. [9] Direct con-
trol interfaces are the ones that use the movement
of body segments (such as head, arms, hands, torso,
legs and feet, among others) to control the user po-
sition in the Virtual Environment. Indirect interac-
tion techniques use physical control devices to ac-
complish this task, examples being devices such as
keyboards, mouses, joysticks and gamepads.

Direct control interfaces are the ones that con-
vey the greatest sense of presence in the virtual
world, and among the techniques that implement
direct control interfaces the most commonly ap-
proach use to navigate in the virtual environment
are the Natural Walking [12, 7, 22, 8] and Walking
in Place [3, 4, 18, 5]. Using the Natural Walking
technique, the user can walk naturally and freely
in a physical space and its position and orienta-
tion are replicated in the virtual environment. The
Walking in Place technique allows the user to move
forward in the virtual environment by performing
steps without leaving the place. Walking in Place
technique conveys a strong sense of presence in the
virtual environment but not as strong as the one
provided by the Natural Walk technique [16, 11, 21].

While Natural Walk is the method of navigate the
virtual environments that best convey the sense of
presence in the virtual world, current implementa-
tions have requirements that the average user can’t
fulfil, such as the need for large open areas without
obstacles that can be dedicated exclusively to the
navigation of the virtual environment.

The Redirected Walking [17, 15] is an example
of an inadequate approach to Natural Walk to the
common user limitations. This approach consists
in guiding the user by changing the positioning of
the objects in the Virtual Environment so that the
user walks in cycles within the available area with-
out noticing. The problem with this approach is
the size of free space required ( 22m [14]) so that
the user doesn’t realize that he isn’t walking in a
straight line. There are alternatives without this
requirement of free space, but those alternatives re-
quire the user to stop moving in the virtual world
to reposition themselves in the real world [20, 6].

The using an Omnidirectional Treadmill could be
a solution to this problem because they allow the
user to walk freely in all directions without leaving
the same place and some even can convey a sensa-
tion similar to Natural Walking. However for the
average user due to the size and weight they are
very inconvenient. Because the ordinary user al-
ready have limited free space it can’t occupy the
limited space that they have with a device that
big and heavy just to interact with virtual envi-
ronments. In addition, certain users are unable to
use them due to weight and height restrictions.

3. Implementation
3.1. CWIP - Combined Walking in Place
The navigation approach CWIP allows the user to
automatically choose between two different navi-
gation methodologies in the virtual world. Nat-
ural Walk that consists in the replication of the
real world movement into the virtual world and the
Walking in Place that consisting of the virtual for-
ward movement induced by the simulation of steps
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Figure 1: CWIP State Machine

while staying in the same place in the real world.
This approach determines which of the two method-
ologies should be used at a given time according
to the current state of the CWIP State Machine,
which has three possible states: Stationary, Direct
or Walking in Place. The states of the machine are
determined by two factors: Whether or not the user
is in motion and in cases of not being in motion
whether or not the user is simulating steps. The
system determines that the user is in motion if his
speed is higher than a certain speed limit. That in
the case of the implementation use to validate this
approach was 0.8 m/s, if this happens current state
of the CWIP state machine is the Direct state. In
this state the movement of the user is determined
by the navigation approach Natural Walking.

If the user is not walking or simulating steps, the
system is in the Stationary state. As the name in-
dicates, in this state the user, in addition to not
moving in the real world, also does not move in the
virtual world. The behavior of this state is similar
to the behavior of the Direct state. In the Direct
state, movement in the real world is replicated in
the virtual world and in the Stationary state immo-
bility in the real world is replicated in the virtual
world.

If the user isn’t moving and is simulating steps,
the user is in the Walking in Place state. In this
state, the movement in the virtual environment is
determined by the locomotion technique Walking
in Place. This technique uses the motion state ma-
chine Walking in Place [4] to determine the occur-
rence of step and based on the pace and height
of the steps determines the corresponding virtual
speed with to apply the forward movement of the
user in the virtual world.

3.2. AVR - Augmented Virtual Reality

The methodology AVR is responsible for informing
the user of the location of the limits and obstacles
in the real world during the navigation in the vir-
tual world. To accomplish this it is composed of
three distinct elements: System of Visuals Indica-

tors, Visual Signals and Sound Signals. The System
of Visuals Indicators consists of a set of Objects in
the Virtual World, that behave independent from
the Virtual World, with the function of indicating
to the user the location of hazards in the Real world.
The indicators can be divided into two Groups: The
Limits represented by planes with the task of in-
forming the user of the limits of the space that the
user has available to physically move and the Ob-
stacles represented by solids, in this case a Cube,
that indicate the location of existing obstacles in
the Real world. The aspect of an Indicator, color
and transparency, is dependent on the distance be-
tween the Indicator and the User. The area where
the aspect of the Indicator has a similar behavior
is called a Zone, of which there are four : Nor-
mal Zone, Pre-Warning Zone, Warning Zone and
Danger Zone. These Zones can be divided into two
subgroups: Constants, where the aspect of the indi-
cator is always the same independently of the exact
distance which the user is form the limits of that
Zone, and Dynamics, where the aspect depends lin-
early from the distance that the user is from the
upper and lower limit of the Zone.

Figure 2: Representations of the visual indicator of
a limit in different zones

Figure 3: Representations of the visual indicator of
an obstacles in different zones

The behaviours within each Zone are as follows:
Within the Normal Zone (distance above the Pre-
Warning Distance that in this implementation is
1,2 m) the Indicators has the Constant behavior
of being invisible. Within the Pre-Warning Zone
(between the Pre-Warning Distance of 1,2 m and
the Warning Distance of 0,8 m) the Indicator be-
haves Dynamically being transparent and white in
the Pre-Warning Distance and linearly progressing
to yellow and Semitransparent in the Warning Dis-
tance. Within the Warning Zone (between Warn-
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ing Distance of 0,8 m and Danger Distance of 0,4
m) the Indicator behaves Dynamically being yel-
low and semitransparent at the Warning Distance,
and progressing until it is red and almost opaque in
the Danger Distance. Within the Danger Zone (be-
tween the Danger Distance of 0,4 m and the center
of the Indicator) the Indicator has Constant behav-
ior being red and almost opaque.

This Visual Indicators inform the user of real-
world hazards but if the user is not looking in their
direction the Indicators haven’t a way of informing
the user of the state of the real world. To address
this problem, this approach includes two types of
Warning Signs that direct the user’s attention to the
Visual Indicators. The Visual Signs, consisting of
arrows on each side of the Head-Up Display (HUD),
indicate the direction of obstacles that are visible in
the virtual world but out of sight. The Sound Sig-
nals alerts the user that is about to enter the Danger
Zone of an Indicator that is outside the user’s field
of view. This Sound Signals only stops in two situa-
tions : when the user leaves the Danger Zone of the
Indicator or when it looks directly at the Indicator.

4. Results

To validate the CWIP-AVR approach and evalu-
ate its performance a study with users was carried
out with twenty participants, of whom sixteen were
men and four women and most of them in the 25-36
year age group (55 %). The study consisted a se-
ries of three identical test in which the participant
had to accomplish a task in a virtual world using
the using the developed approach. The task con-
sists in navigating from the beginning to the end of
a virtual world, which consists of a corridor twenty
meters long to a 90 degree curve followed by another
twenty meters long corridor.

To evaluate the performance of the Warning Sys-
tem AVR, a series of identical tests was performed
using the same CWIP navigation approach with a
Baseline Warning System, called Passthrough. This
Warning System consists of a translucent plane at
ground level where the image captured by the Gear
Vr camera is transmitted. During the navigation
process the participants have to check themselves if
they are in danger of colliding with the real world.
The name of the approach originates from the fact
that the camera image Passthrough the Gear Vr to
the virtual world. This approach is an adaptation
of the Steam Vr’s Chaperone system to the unique
characteristics of Gear Vr. The Chaperone system
transmits the image captured by the Steam Vr cam-
era to a plane next to the controller, as Gear Vr
has no equivalent controllers the plane was placed
in a fixed position below the user’s waistline, as a
compromise between being accessible and interfer-
ing with the interaction in the virtual world. The

Figure 4: Normal Zone

Figure 5: Pre-Warning Zone

Figure 6: Warning Zone

Figure 7: Danger Zone
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Figure 8: Virtual environment used in the test task.
(Seen from above), A - Starting point of the Test ,
B - End point of the Test

Passthrough approach was chosen as Baseline be-
cause it is the approach that allows the most direct
adaptation to the characteristics of the experiment.

The two approaches were evaluated according the
criteria of User Preferences and their performance
in the task. To determine the User Preferences, The
participants answered to a questionnaire after the
completion of each series of tests for both approach.
The performance in the task was determined ac-
cording to the values recorded during the execution
of each test regarding a set of relevant metrics. The
metrics used were three: Task time, the number of
exits from the limits of the available area, and the
number of hits against obstacles. The metric task
time consists of the time that the participant took
to complete the task. To reduce the effect of ha-
bituation to the approach in the result, the value
use in the analysis was the mean value of the three
tests performed. The metric of the number of exits
from the boundaries of the available area consists
of the number of times the participant during the
execution of the task in the virtual world inadver-
tently left the area designated to the test, because
it is just a test there is a safety distance between
the border and the room walls, which in a real set-
ting would not happen. So in that situation one
time off the limits could mean the end of the ex-
perience. To take this into account, this metric is
divided into two: the total number of tests where
at least once the participant went beyond the lim-
its and the number of times the participant left and
re-entered the limits of the designated area . The
metric of the number of hits against Obstacles con-
sists of the number of times that participants during
the experiment hit one obstacles, in this case chairs,
in the real world. Because the obstacles used were
light chairs, hitting the chairs does not bother the
participant too much (except for the surprise of hit-
ting a chair) so is possible to hit a chair and continue
without stopping the experience which in real life
cases this may not happen. So this metric was also

Figure 9: Baseline Implementation Examples

divided into two: The total number of tests where
a crash occurred and the total number of crashes
that occurred in all tests.

The Questionnaires that the participants an-
swered served to determine their opinion on the ef-
fect of each approach on the perception of the real-
world in the Virtual World. The questions were
presented in a Likert scale with six values. To de-
termine if the differences in the results are statis-
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tically significant, the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank [19]
Test was applied to the results.

Of all the results, only the first question (”Dur-
ing the Task was it easy to understand what was
my position in the Real World”) presents a statisti-
cally different answers (p-value = 0.044) . For this
reason and according to the results presented in the
table, it is possible to conclude that the Passthrough
approach was preferred to the AVR in the function
of transmitting the position of the participant in
the real world.

The values of the remaining responses don’t
present statistically significant differences between
the two approaches. It can only be interpreted that
the participants considered that in both approaches
is easy to determine the location of the boundaries
and obstacles of the real world, to maintain the per-
ception of one’s position in the virtual world and to
perform the intended task.

In the process of evaluating the performance of
the participants for each approaches, the value of
the task time metric, used to ascertain the efficiency
of the approach, consists in the average duration of
the three tests that participants performed for each
approach. (102.0057 seconds for the AVR approach
and 70.2907 seconds for the Passthrough approach).
To determine if the values are statically significant,
it is first necessary to determine if the results have
a normal distribution, for this reason is applied a
Shapiro-Wilk [13, 10] normality test to determine
normality of the results. As the p-values resulting
from the normality test of both approaches are less
than 0.05 (p-value = 0.039 for the approach AVR
and p-value = 0.004 for the Passthrough approach)
it is not safe to reject the hypothesis H0 (The sam-
ple is not significantly different from a normal pop-
ulation) in other words the results are not normally
distributed. Because the values don’t have a normal
distribution, the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test is used
to determine if the difference between the values is
statistically significant. As the p-value of the test
(Z = -2.987, p-value = 0.003) is less than 0.05, it
means that there is a statistically significant differ-
ence between the results of the approaches. In this
case it means that thePassthrough approach takes
less time than the AVR approach to perform the
task.

The number of participants who hit the real-
world obstacles during the task is one of the met-
rics used to assess the performance of the approach
in assisting the participant to avoid real-world haz-
ards. The total number of tests where hits occurred
(4 tests with the AVR approach and 4 tests with
the Passthrough approach) and the total number of
hits that occur in all tests (4 times with the AVR
and 5 times with the Passthrough approach) are al-
most the same and very few. This means that both

approaches are equally adequate to prevent hitting
obstacles.

To determine the performance of the approaches
in the task of keeping the participant safe within
the designated area, two metrics were analysed :
the total number of tests where at least once the
participant left the boundaries of the designated
area (3 tests with the AVR approach and 13 tests
with the Passthrough approach) and the total num-
ber of times participants left the designated area
in all tests (6 times with the AVR approach and
46 times with the Passthrough approach). Because
the AVR method was responsible for a considerably
smaller number of exits of the designated area, both
in terms number of tests and in total number of all
tests, it can be concluded that the AVR approach
is the best to keep the participant safe and within
the designated area.

5. Conclusions
Although the results of the Questionnaires and the
task time metric indicate that the Passthrough ap-
proach is more efficient and it is considered the
best communicates the position of the participant
in the real world, the results of the number of exits
from the designated area contradict this interpreta-
tion. Although the participants had the perception
that the Passthrough approach was best to convey
their position in the real world, the Passthrough ap-
proach resulted in a considerably greater number of
exits from the designated area that could have re-
sulted in the participant hitting the wall if there
were no safety distance between the limits of the
designated area and walls of the test room. There
is therefore a trade-off with these two approaches
between the security of the AVR approach and the
greater efficiency of the Passthrough approach.

For these reasons, is proven by this study with
participants that the CWIP-AVR approach can
be applied safely in conditions of limited and ob-
structed physical space without compromising or
limiting the experience in the virtual world.
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